Abstract

The European Union (EU) is regularly criticized for using its trade policies to arm-twist other countries into agreeing to supply European factories with raw materials. One area of its trade policy, however, has thus far escaped attention in this regard: trade defence. This should change as the EU increasingly uses trade defence instruments not only to address unfair trade practices but also to seek access to raw materials from other countries. It does so by imposing higher trade defence tariffs on countries that employ policies that ensure raw materials extracted within their territories are processed domestically. This approach is worrisome since, due to the EU’s market size, it may discourage resource-rich countries from developing downstream industries of their own. Furthermore, these countries’ policies are often in line with their international obligations so that the EU is unilaterally infringing on these countries’ sovereignty over their natural resources when targeting these policies. These countries and their exporting producers should thus seize the means at their disposal to put a stop to the EU’s practices.

1 Introduction

Securing access to raw materials has been high on the European Union’s (EU) list of priorities for many years. In 2008, the European Commission adopted its ‘raw materials initiative’, which highlighted the EU’s need to secure access to raw materials to ensure economic growth – in particular, those needed for new technologies.1 With
regard to access to foreign raw materials, the EU has used its trade policies to achieve this goal in two ways, and has attracted criticism for trying to strong-arm its partners into agreeing to continue to supply European factories with raw materials.\textsuperscript{2} It has first tried to promote specific rules regarding access to raw materials in its free trade agreements (FTA) with third countries. In this regard, a disagreement with Chile recently arose during the negotiations to update the EU–Chile FTA.\textsuperscript{3} As Chile is the EU’s main supplier of lithium, an essential component in the manufacturing of electrical batteries, the EU wanted to include provisions in the EU–Chile FTA that would forbid Chile from selling raw materials at a lower price in its domestic market than for export. Chile disagreed. As explained by its vice-minister for international economic relations, ‘[w]hen thinking of lithium, our approach is to create an industry around it, not just [be] a raw material exporter’.\textsuperscript{4}

The EU has also used existing international rules to work towards eliminating export restrictions. The EU, for example, started World Trade Organization (WTO) proceedings against Indonesia over Indonesia’s export restrictions on nickel ore and iron ore, two raw materials necessary in the production of stainless steel and electrical batteries.\textsuperscript{5} While Indonesia used to be the world’s main exporter of these raw materials, it now intends to incentivize foreign investors to help develop a supply chain to process these raw materials into steel or batteries for electric vehicles within Indonesia.\textsuperscript{6}

These diverging opinions over trade in raw materials reflect a classic debate in international trade. On the one hand, developed countries have long opposed export barriers on raw materials, viewing them as beggar-thy-neighbour instruments that distort competition.\textsuperscript{7} On the other hand, these countries have often been criticized for shaping the WTO and FTAs as well as for using their rules to force resource-rich developing countries into exporting their raw materials to foreign factories, thereby limiting these countries’ ability to reap the benefit of their natural wealth endowment by developing manufacturing industries of their own.\textsuperscript{8} In other words, critics argue that
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international trade rules have been shaped in a way that worsens the resource curse – a phenomenon whereby resource-rich countries struggle to make effective use of their resources and often end up with low levels of economic development. Such a fate has affected resource-rich countries such as Zambia, Sierra Leone, Angola and Venezuela, which have not developed their manufacturing industries and created sustainable economic growth, despite their respective large reserves of natural resources.\(^9\)

One area of international trade policy has so far escaped scrutiny in this debate: trade defence. Trade defence instruments (that is, anti-dumping and countervailing measures) are tools provided for under the WTO Agreements, which allow WTO members to impose higher tariffs than their bound tariffs (that is, the maximum import tariff that a WTO member agrees to apply on a particular good in its WTO schedule of concession) on ‘unfairly’ traded imports. Trade defence instruments should be made part of the debate as the EU now uses them to deter developing countries from encouraging the domestic processing of raw materials extracted within their territories to ensure that these materials are exported instead. In other words, the EU has turned its trade defence instruments into extractivist policy tools, thereby potentially worsening the resource curse. This seems to infringe upon other countries’ permanent sovereignty over their natural resources as the EU targets policies that are in line with these countries’ WTO commitments. This reconditioning of trade defence instruments also seems to go against the preamble of the Agreement Establishing the WTO, which provides that developing countries should be given a chance to develop.\(^{10}\) Similarly, it contradicts the United Nation’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which recognizes the need for industrial diversification and value addition to commodities in developing countries.\(^{11}\)

The aim of this article is to highlight how the EU has turned its trade defence instruments into extractivist policy tools and to assess what resource-rich countries targeted by the EU can do about it. I start this article by giving brief explanations of the concept of extractivism as well as the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources and assess how they interact with the structure of the world trading system. I conclude that, while the WTO might be seen as being extractivist as well as infringing on WTO members’ permanent sovereignty over their natural resources, its structure does leave space for WTO members to encourage the processing of raw materials

---


\(^{10}\) Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization 1994, 1867 UNTS 154.

\(^{11}\) GA Res. 70/1, 21 October 2015. See in particular goal 9 regarding the promotion of inclusive and sustainable industrialization.
domestically (section 2). In the next section, I discuss how the EU has tried to pressure its trade partners into not using this space by turning its trade defence instruments into potential extractivist policy tools through recently introduced changes to its trade defence practice. At the same time, I assess how affected WTO members, as well as their exporting producers, can seize the means at their disposal to put a brake on the EU’s retooling of trade defence instruments into extractivist instruments (section 3). I provide some concluding remarks in the final section of this article (section 4).

2 Is the WTO an Extractivist Institution Infringing upon the Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources of Its Members?

While the main theme of this article is the EU’s use of trade defence instruments, it is worth taking a brief detour to assess the potential extractivist structure of the world trading system. Indeed, the structure of this system does leave room for resource-rich countries to promote domestic processing of domestic raw materials, but the EU is trying to limit this manoeuvring room through its trade defence instruments.

A The WTO and Extractivism

The WTO has often been criticized for limiting developing countries’ ability to reap the benefits of their natural wealth endowment to develop manufacturing industries. In other words, the WTO has been criticized for being an ‘extractivist’ institution. Extractivism is usually defined as the economic activities that remove large volumes of non-processed natural resources, especially for export. Extractivist policies are those that ensure that countries continue to extract and export raw materials without processing them. The concept of extractivism takes its roots in the colonial and pre-colonial era when some regions of the world focused on extracting raw materials, while Europe specialized in processing these raw materials into finished goods. Despite the end of colonization, the world economy remains somewhat similarly structured as most developed countries still import raw materials and export finished goods, while resource-rich developing countries export raw materials and import finished goods.

The concept of extractivism was coined to describe the way in which many countries rich in natural resources find it difficult to develop, a phenomenon dubbed ‘the resource curse’ or ‘the paradox of plenty’. This phenomenon means that many societies with abundant natural resources have worse economic outcomes than those that lack natural resources because an abundance of resources typically crowd out
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activities that improve economic outcomes.\textsuperscript{17} In simple terms, the abundance of natural resources coupled with weak regulatory institutions (as is the case in some developing countries)\textsuperscript{18} makes an economy susceptible to appropriation by specific interest groups, which often leads to the allocation of production in only one sector (the extraction of raw materials).\textsuperscript{19} This over-specialization of an economy subjects countries to economic vulnerability and overproduction when prices are high.\textsuperscript{20} As a result, resource-rich developing countries tend to see their wealth concentrated in just one industry and their economy vulnerable to fluctuations in raw material market prices.

Some countries have found an antidote to the resource curse and have broken out of it. East Asian countries, such as Malaysia, are often cited as examples.\textsuperscript{21} A few examples can also be found in Africa, such as Botswana.\textsuperscript{22} There is much discussion on what these countries got right in breaking the curse and on how to replicate it elsewhere – from enhancing institutions and fighting corruption to redistributing gains made from extracting raw materials.\textsuperscript{23} One method is, however, particularly relevant for the purpose of this article – namely, that many countries that broke out of the resource curse did so by developing domestic manufacturing sectors that process their natural resources.\textsuperscript{24} These countries did so through a combination of import duties on processed goods and restrictions on exports of raw materials, thus encouraging the domestic production of processed goods.\textsuperscript{25}

According to its detractors, the WTO and its rules can be considered as extractivist in that they worsen the resource curse through several mechanisms.\textsuperscript{26} First, WTO rules limit WTO members’ options to impose quantitative restrictions on exports of raw materials,\textsuperscript{27} thus ensuring that raw materials valuable to developed countries cannot be confined to the country where they are extracted. This rule penalizes resource-rich developing WTO members since it often prevents downstream industries from emerging in these countries as foreign buyers of raw materials are usually more able and willing to offer higher prices for raw materials than potential domestic buyers. Second, WTO rules limit the ability of developing WTO members to provide subsidies that would encourage the domestic consumption of domestic raw materials (import substitution subsidies) and/or promote exports of finished goods (export subsidies).\textsuperscript{28} This rule similarly harms resource-rich developing WTO members since it prevents them from assisting their potential downstream domestic industries to purchase domestic
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raw materials when competing with foreign buyers. Both rules disproportionately affect resource-rich developing countries as they may not have currently established downstream industries that can compete with developed countries’ industries for the purchase of raw materials. Third, through their WTO schedules of concessions on goods, developed WTO members have placed higher tariffs on manufactured goods than on raw materials (a process known as tariff escalation), making it more profitable for developing countries to export raw materials than to process them domestically before exporting.

Despite these rules, there are built-in gaps in the WTO Agreements that create a policy space for developing countries to promote the domestic processing of raw materials. First, while Article XI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) prohibits the imposition of quantitative export restrictions (such as an export ban or export quota), it does not prevent the imposition of export taxes or export licensing mechanisms so long as they do not constitute prohibitions or restrictions on exportation (these have been prohibited to some extent for several WTO members through their Protocols of Accession, however). In this sense, WTO members, for example, are not prevented from imposing export taxes on raw materials in order to encourage the domestic processing of these raw materials by making them more expensive to purchase by foreign buyers. Second, the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM Agreement) does allow WTO members to subsidize their raw material producers as long as these subsidies do not cause adverse effects to foreign producers of these raw materials. Only subsidies contingent upon export performance, or the use of domestic products instead of imports, are prohibited under the SCM Agreement. As such, a WTO member is allowed to provide support contingent upon domestic sales to its raw material producers in order to boost their domestic sales over exports. Third, the WTO does not have express rules prohibiting
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dual pricing schemes (that is, government schemes setting a different price in the domestic market compared to export markets for the same products), meaning that these schemes are allowed so long as they do not run afoul of specific provisions of the WTO Agreements.\textsuperscript{37} In other words, WTO members can provide incentives for the development of domestic processing industries by mandating lower domestic prices for natural resources as compared to export prices.

As a result, while it is true that some WTO rules can be seen as being extractivist, it cannot be plainly stated that the WTO and its rules do not provide any way out of the resource curse for resource-rich developing WTO members since it leaves several avenues for WTO members to encourage the domestic processing of natural resources.

B The WTO and the Principle of Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources

The built-in flexibilities in WTO rules constitute a policy space for WTO members to encourage the domestic processing of extracted raw materials. This policy space is in line with the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, as explained by the WTO panel in China – Raw Materials.\textsuperscript{38} The principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources embodies the right of states and people to use their natural resources to pursue their own development.\textsuperscript{39} This principle arose following the end of World War II and the beginning of the decolonization process as a corollary to the right of self-determination.\textsuperscript{40} It is considered a principle of international law\textsuperscript{41} flowing from the Charter of the United Nations\textsuperscript{42} and enshrined in the United Nations Declaration on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources.\textsuperscript{43} It takes its origins in two of the United Nations’ concerns: the need for developing countries’ economic development and the right to self-determination of colonized peoples.\textsuperscript{44}

In China – Raw Materials, the WTO panel explained that, by joining the WTO, WTO members had established limits to their permanent sovereignty over their natural resources when they exercised their sovereign right to enter into international agreements and therefore assumed rights and duties under WTO law.\textsuperscript{45} These limits are set by what
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WTO members agreed to in the WTO Agreements and their Protocols of Accession. WTO members should therefore be free to use the policy space left to them from the WTO Agreements and their Protocols of Accession in order to use their natural wealth as they see fit.\textsuperscript{46} It follows that other WTO members should not unilaterally limit these WTO members’ permanent sovereignty over their natural resources by taking unilateral action against them when they act in line with their WTO commitments.

3 The EU’s Extractivist Use of Trade Defence Instruments

The EU does not seem to agree that WTO members should be free to use the policy space left to them regarding their raw materials under WTO rules. The EU has used FTAs to further reduce its trade partners’ sovereignty over their natural resources.\textsuperscript{47} This is worrying considering the EU’s strong bargaining power.\textsuperscript{48} Yet developing countries are free to accept further limits on their permanent sovereignty over their natural resources just as they were initially free to limit their sovereignty when joining the WTO. Trade defence instruments, on the other hand, while often condemned for not being economically sound and for being used for protectionist purposes,\textsuperscript{49} are not usually described as playing a role in extractivist policies.

Trade defence instruments – namely, anti-dumping measures and countervailing measures (that is, measures to address subsidies) – are expressly allowed under WTO law by Article VI of the GATT and further elaborated upon under the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (Anti-Dumping Agreement) and the SCM Agreement.\textsuperscript{50} They allow a WTO member to impose import duties on imports considered as ‘unfairly’ traded from specific countries following an investigation by the relevant authority of that WTO member (in the EU, this is the Commission). The EU now uses these instruments not only as a means to address ‘unfair’ trade practices but also as a new form of tariff escalation. The seeds for this extractivist use of trade defence instruments by the EU were already planted in the EU’s 2008 ‘raw materials initiative’ that provided that:

\[ \text{[t]he EU should ensure that any distortion in the cost of raw materials resulting from dual-pricing practices or other mechanisms in operation in the exporting country is addressed and offset in the context of anti-dumping investigations. Increased and effective recourse to ... trade defence instruments (safeguard and anti-subsidy) are other means of tackling trade distortions in access to raw materials.} \textsuperscript{51} \]
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Since 2008, the EU has done just that. It has engineered new ways to allow for higher anti-dumping and countervailing duties on imports of finished goods in situations where a developing country adopts policies to ensure that raw materials extracted from within its territory are processed domestically. The EU does so even when the targeted country is legitimately acting in line with its WTO commitments, meaning that the EU infringes on this country’s sovereign right over its natural resources without its consent. This has potential negative consequences for resource-rich developing countries, which may be discouraged from stimulating the development of downstream industries and may prefer to continue exporting raw materials instead.  

A Changes Regarding Anti-dumping Investigations

Before turning to how the EU has amended its approach to anti-dumping for extractivist purposes, a brief explanation regarding the functioning of anti-dumping investigations and measures, with a particular focus on the EU’s practice, is needed. Under EU law, the imposition of anti-dumping measures is regulated by the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, which empowers the Commission to impose such measures following an investigation when certain criteria are met – namely, that imports are being dumped and cause material injury or a threat thereof to the Union industry of the like product. Anti-dumping measures can be imposed on imports from a particular country when it is found that exporting producers in that country are dumping (that is, selling below what is called ‘normal value’) and that the dumped imports cause or threaten to cause injury to the domestic industry. These measures take the form of an individual import duty per exporting producer. Anti-dumping measures are thus meant to offset price discrimination by individual exporting producers – that is, a situation where an exporting producer sells at a lower price in its export market than in its domestic market.

The extent of this price discrimination is called the dumping margin and is normally expressed as the difference between ex-works (EXW) domestic and EXW export prices (that is, a price ‘brought back’ to the exporting producer’s factory gate), per product type. This EXW domestic price is named the ‘normal value’. When an exporting producer does not sell a particular product type or sells it below its cost of production domestically, the EXW export price for that product type will be compared to the so-called ‘constructed normal value’, which is calculated by adding an amount for general, selling and administrative expenses as well as profit to the exporting producer’s
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58 Ibid., Art. 2. See also Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, supra note 53, Art. 2.
production cost for that product type.\textsuperscript{59} Thus, higher costs of production result in higher dumping margins as they lead to (i) more sales below cost of production and (ii) a higher constructed normal value. This is an important point since, as we will see in section 3.A.1, the Commission has engineered a new way to artificially increase exporting producers’ costs of production when such producers are based in countries with policies encouraging the domestic processing of raw materials.

Once it is established that the overall dumping margin from the concerned country is above a \textit{de minimis} threshold and that these imports are causing or threatening to cause material injury to the domestic industry,\textsuperscript{60} the WTO member conducting the investigation can impose an individual duty per exporting producer at an amount that cannot be higher than each exporting producer’s dumping margin. However, it can be lower if a lower duty is sufficient to remove the injury.\textsuperscript{61} This second point is important since under EU law, as we will see in section 3.A.2, the Commission normally limits the amount of anti-dumping duties to the so-called injury margin if that margin is lower than the dumping margin (this rule is called ‘the lesser duty rule’).\textsuperscript{62} In the EU, this injury margin is calculated by comparing an exporting producer’s price per product type with the Union industry’s target price per product type to their customers in the EU.\textsuperscript{63} The target price is calculated as the Union industry’s cost of production for that product type plus a target profit of no less than 6 per cent.\textsuperscript{64} The Commission, however, has been granted the ability to waive the lesser duty rule in case of raw material distortions caused by export restrictions,\textsuperscript{65} thus leading to potentially higher anti-dumping duties.

1 \textit{Upward Adjustments to Exporting Producers’ Costs of Production in Case of Export Restrictions on Raw Materials}

(a) Commission’s practice and recent developments

The first paragraph of Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation concerns the costs of production for establishing the normal value and mirrors Article 2.2.1.1 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement. It provides that ‘costs shall normally be calculated on the basis of records kept by the party under investigation, provided that such records are in accordance with the generally accepted accounting principles of the country concerned and that it is shown that the records reasonably reflect the costs associated with the production and sale of the product under consideration’.

\textsuperscript{59} Anti-Dumping Agreement, supra note 50, Art. 2.2. See also Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, supra note 53, Art. 2(3). For more details on how dumping margins are computed, see Van Bael & Bellis, \textit{EU Anti-Dumping and Other Trade Defence Instruments} (2019), ch. 3.
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The second paragraph of Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, which has no equivalent in the Anti-Dumping Agreement, further provides that, ‘[i]f costs associated with the production and sale of the product under investigation are not reasonably reflected in the records of the party concerned, they shall be adjusted or established on the basis of the costs of other producers or exporters in the same country or, where such information is not available or cannot be used, on any other reasonable basis, including information from other representative markets’. This paragraph was introduced in 2002 and was expressly designed to make it possible to adjust costs in Russia and other former Soviet Union countries that were considered to be artificially low – in particular, the cost of energy.\(^66\) Over the last decade, the Commission has used these provisions to adjust the costs of production of exporting producers in anti-dumping investigations upwards when it considers that one of the costs of the raw materials is distorted because of dual pricing schemes or export restrictions.\(^67\) For example, the Commission regularly discards the cost of gas in Russian exporting producers’ records on the basis that domestic gas prices in Russia are regulated prices that are below market prices paid in unregulated export markets.\(^68\)

When it finds that the cost of a raw material is distorted, the Commission will replace this cost in the exporting producer’s record by the price of the raw material on the international market, thereby increasing the exporting producer’s costs of production. This upward adjustment to the costs of production of exporting producers leads to much higher dumping margins as it artificially increases the constructed normal value (which is calculated as cost of production plus an amount for general, selling and administrative expenses as well as profit) and decreases the number of profitable transactions taken into account to establish the normal value (as unprofitable transactions are not taken into account to establish the normal value).\(^69\) This methodology thus fits into the EU’s extractivist agenda as it punishes foreign exporters of downstream products with higher anti-dumping duties for their governments’ policies aimed at moving away from the extraction and export of raw materials.


\(^68\) Council Regulation 2015/110, OJ 2015 L 20/6, Recital 69.

\(^69\) It should also be noted that the issue of inputs purchased at low costs in anti-dumping investigations, also known as ‘input dumping’, came up during the negotiations that led to the WTO Agreement but did not lead to any provision on the issue. See Ad hoc Committee on Antidumping Practices, Draft Recommendations Concerning Treatment of the Practice Known as Input Dumping, Doc. ADP/W/83/Rev.2, 19 December 1984.
In this regard, in Biodiesel (Argentina), the Commission, relying on Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, found that Argentinean domestic prices for the main raw material to produce biodiesel (soybeans) were artificially lower than international prices due to a distortion created by the Argentine export tax system and that, consequently, the costs of the main raw materials were not reasonably reflected in the records of the exporting producers. The Commission therefore replaced the costs of soybeans reported in the records of the exporting producers with reference prices published by the Argentinean authorities and then imposed artificially inflated anti-dumping duties on that basis. As discussed above, WTO members, however, have not given up their right to impose export taxes when joining the WTO so that the EU’s action clearly encroached upon Argentina’s sovereignty over its natural resources.

Argentina brought the matter to the WTO. The WTO Appellate Body in EU – Biodiesel (Argentina), found that the EU had acted inconsistently with Article 2.2.1.1 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement in that ‘Article 2.2.1.1 of the WTO Anti-Dumping Agreement requires a comparison between the costs in the producer’s or exporter’s records and the costs incurred by such producer or exporter’. Thus, the WTO Appellate Body did ‘not consider that there is an additional or abstract standard of “reasonableness” that governs the meaning of “costs”’ and ruled that Article 2.2.1.1 does not permit an investigating authority to enquire into whether the records of the producer reasonably reflect international prices. To remedy its mistakes, the Commission initiated a review and recalculated the normal value on the basis of the actual costs incurred by the exporting producers, as reflected in the companies’


71 EU – Biodiesel (Argentina) – Report from the Appellate Body, supra note 70, paras 6.26, 6.56. The WTO Appellate Body clarified that the requirement that the records kept by the exporter or producer under investigation reasonably reflect the costs associated with the production and sale of the product under consideration ‘relates to whether the records of the exporter or producer suitably and sufficiently correspond to or reproduce the costs that have a genuine relationship with the production and sale of the specific product under consideration’. This requirement, however, does not allow the authorities to consider which costs would pertain to the production and sale of that product in ‘normal circumstances’ – that is, in the absence of the alleged distortion caused by Argentina’s export tax system (para. 6.30). For more details on this case, see Crowley and Hillman, ‘Slamming the Door on Trade Policy Discretion? The WTO Appellate Body’s Ruling on Market Distortions and Production Costs in EU – Biodiesel (Argentina)’, 17 World Trade Review (2018) 2, at 195–213.


73 EU – Biodiesel (Argentina) – Report from the Appellate Body, supra note 70, para. 6.37.

74 EU – Biodiesel (Indonesia) – Report from the Panel, supra note 72, para. 7.22; see also EU – Biodiesel (Argentina) – Report from the Appellate Body, supra note 70, para. 6.30. It should also be noted that the Commission itself acknowledged that the reasonableness of the costs in the exporting producers’ records should not be assessed in the regulation implementing the WTO Dispute Settlement Body’s findings in EU – Biodiesel (Argentina). See Commission Implementing Regulation 2017/1578, OJ 2017 L 239/9, Recitals 61–62.
records.\textsuperscript{75} The Commission was also found to have acted inconsistently with WTO rules by the WTO Panel in \textit{EU – Biodiesel (Indonesia)} for similarly disregarding the actual costs incurred by Indonesian biodiesel producers.\textsuperscript{76} This methodology has been subsequently and repeatedly condemned by the WTO panels and the WTO Appellate Body in other disputes.\textsuperscript{77}

Despite this clear case law, several developments are worth mentioning as it appears that the issue surrounding this extractivist use of anti-dumping measures has not been put to rest just yet. To start with, the Commission has not yet amended its practice and continues to disregard raw material costs in exporting producers’ records when it deems that these costs are distorted due to export restrictions.\textsuperscript{78} In 2019, the WTO Dispute Settlement Body adopted the WTO Panel and WTO Appellate Body reports in \textit{Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate}, concerning an anti-dumping investigation where Ukraine’s investigating authority disregarded the Russian producers’ actual costs of production for gas after comparing them with the export price of gas from Russia.\textsuperscript{79} In that case, the WTO Panel and WTO Appellate Body confirmed the findings in the \textit{EU – Biodiesel} cases, indicating that there is no standard of reasonableness of ‘costs’ that would allow investigating authorities to disregard input prices when such prices are lower than other prices internationally.\textsuperscript{80} However, when a Russian exporting producer pointed out that, in the Commission’s anti-dumping investigation on imports of urea ammonium nitrate (UAN) from Russia, the Commission was applying the exact same methodology that had been deemed unlawful in \textit{Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate}, the Commission replied that ‘[i]t should be noted that the WTO panel report in DS493 concerns a dispute between Russia and Ukraine whereby Russia challenged the determinations reached by Ukraine. The Union was not involved in that case’.\textsuperscript{81} The Commission thus considered that it was not bound by the WTO ruling in \textit{Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate}.

On the same note, the EU also appealed ‘into the void’ the last WTO panel report condemning the EU for this practice – namely, \textit{EU – Cost Adjustment Methodologies II (Russia)}.\textsuperscript{82} In other words, due to both the lack of a standing WTO Appellate Body and the fact that Russia refused to enter into an appeal arbitration under Article 25 of the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding, the WTO panel report cannot be officially

\textsuperscript{75} Commission Implementing Regulation 2017/1578, OJ 2017 L 239/9.
\textsuperscript{76} \textit{EU – Biodiesel (Indonesia) – Report from the Panel}, supra note 72.
\textsuperscript{78} See, e.g., Commission Implementing Regulation 2019/576, OJ 2019 L 100/7.
\textsuperscript{79} Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate – Report of the Appellate Body, supra note 77.
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Ibid.}, para. 6.88; \textit{EU – Biodiesel (Argentina) – Report from the Appellate Body}, supra note 70, paras 6.37, 6.56.
\textsuperscript{81} Commission Implementing Regulation 2019/576, OJ 2019 L 100/7, Recital 57.
\textsuperscript{82} \textit{EU – Cost Adjustment Methodologies (Russia) – Report of the Panel}, supra note 79.
adopted by the WTO Dispute Settlement Body. In that case, Russia challenged the EU’s application of Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation in several investigations and the EU’s unwritten measure (the ‘Cost Adjustment Methodology’), whereby the Commission discards the actual costs of production for investigated companies in the country of origin when it considers that one of the raw material’s costs are not in line with international prices. Following in the footsteps of the WTO Appellate Body, the WTO Panel agreed with Russia’s challenge and found that the EU’s methodology violated the WTO Anti-Dumping Agreement as Article 2.1.1.1 of that Agreement does not allow investigating authorities to assess the reasonableness of the costs in an exporting producer’s records. The EU disagreed with these findings and appealed the report ‘into the void’, indicating that the Commission will continue to use this methodology to further its extractivist agenda.

In this regard, the recent WTO Panel in Australia – Anti-Dumping Measures on A4 Copy Paper seemed to accede to the possibility of disregarding production costs in anti-dumping investigations when these costs are affected by export restrictions. In the underlying investigation on imports of A4 copy paper from Indonesia, the Australian investigating authority disregarded Indonesian producers’ actual costs for pulp after concluding that they did not reasonably reflect competitive market costs. Despite the underlying facts of this case being similar to those in Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate, the WTO Panel found that the Australian investigating authority was not prevented from assessing the reasonableness of the costs in the exporting producers’ records. The WTO Panel concluded that the term ‘normally’ in the first sentence of Article 2.2.1.1 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement provides a separate basis for disregarding an exporter’s records as the basis for establishing costs. As a result, the WTO Panel determined that ‘the investigating authority has to consider whether the records satisfy the two explicit conditions and establish that, although the records are in accordance with GAAP [Generally Accepted Accounting Principles] of the exporting country and reasonably reflect the costs associated with the production and sale of the product under consideration, it nonetheless finds a compelling reason, distinct from the two explicit conditions, to disregard [such records]’. In that case, the Australian investigating authority had not expressly established that the Indonesian producers’ records met the two conditions of the first sentence of Article 2.2.1.1 – namely (i) that the records of the exporting producer are kept in accordance with the generally accepted accounting principles of the country concerned and (ii) that it is shown that the records

84 EU – Cost Adjustment Methodologies II (Russia), Report of the Panel, supra note 82, paras 7.97–7.107.
85 Australia – Anti-Dumping Measures on A4 Copy Paper, supra note 77.
86 Note that the WTO panel in that case found inspiration in an obiter dictum where the WTO Appellate Body discussed the term ‘normally’. See Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate – Report of the Appellate Body, supra note 77, paras 6.87, 6.105; see also Crowley and Hillman, supra note 71, at 195–213.
87 Australia – Anti-Dumping Measures on A4 Copy Paper, supra note 77, paras 7.109–7.115.
88 Ibid., para. 7.117.
reasonably reflect the costs associated with the production and sale of the product under consideration – before rejecting the costs in those records ‘for other reasons’. As a result, the WTO Panel found that the Australian investigating authority’s reliance on the term ‘normally’ was inconsistent with Article 2.2.1.1 as it did not give effect to the entirety of this provision before disregarding the costs.\(^\text{89}\)

The WTO Panel’s interpretation appears overly formalistic in nature as it would, in effect, allow investigating authorities to disregard exporting producers’ recorded costs based on the conclusion that the circumstances are not ‘normal’ as long as it formally checks that the two conditions of Article 2.2.1.1 are met. This is particularly questionable as it could be used by investigating authorities to do exactly what the WTO Appellate Body condemned in *EU – Biodiesel (Argentina)*, *EU – Biodiesel (Indonesia)* and *Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate* – that is, to assess the reasonableness of the costs incurred by an exporting producer against an international benchmark.\(^\text{90}\) Furthermore, this interpretation would seem to go against the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources as it would allow WTO members to impose unilateral measures in response to another WTO member exercising its sovereign rights over its natural resources in a way that is consistent with its WTO commitments.\(^\text{91}\)

These recent developments should be a cause for concern as they highlight the EU’s intention to continue its practice of disregarding actual costs of production in case of export restrictions, despite the fact that this methodology has been repeatedly condemned by the WTO. It is concerning because, through this methodology, the Commission does not address price discrimination by an individual exporting producer (which is what anti-dumping measures are intended for) but, rather, furthers its own extractivist trade agenda by attacking governmental measures regarding access to raw materials. Furthermore, the possibility of the WTO nuancing its case law so as to now accept this methodology is worrisome as the export restrictions are often fully in line with the targeted WTO members’ WTO commitments. Thus, accepting this methodology, in essence, would infringe upon WTO members’ permanent sovereignty over their natural resources.

(b) Can a brake be put on the Commission’s approach?

The possibility to adjust exporting producers’ costs of production upward in the case of export restrictions on raw materials in anti-dumping investigations is not expressly provided in the text of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation or in the Anti-Dumping Agreement. However, Recitals 3 and 4 of Council Regulation (EC) 1972/2002, which introduced the second paragraph of Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, indicates that exporting producers’ costs of production should be disregarded when they are affected by ‘a particular market situation’

\(^{89}\) Ibid., para. 7.124.

\(^{90}\) *EU – Biodiesel (Argentina) – Report from the Appellate Body*, supra note 70, para. 6.56.

\(^{91}\) Arreaza, supra note 40; Schrijver, supra note 40.
resulting in ‘domestic prices being out of line with world-market prices or prices in other representative markets’. These recitals have resulted in tensions between the case law of the Court of Justice for the European Union (CJEU) and that of the WTO, as explained below.

The issue of upward adjustments to costs of production in the case of export restrictions on raw materials first reached the EU courts before it was addressed by the WTO. In a series of cases, the EU courts found that the Commission’s approach was legal under EU law in light of Recitals 3 and 4 of Council Regulation 1972/2002. In this regard, the EU courts limited their review to whether the export restrictions at hand could in fact affect the prices of raw materials in the domestic market. Following the WTO reports in EU – Biodiesel, the Commission did use the WTO Enabling Regulation to amend the anti-dumping measures in the Biodiesel case. However, this did not prevent the Commission from continuing to apply Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation in order to disregard actual costs of production when they are affected by export restrictions in other investigations and to appeal ‘into the void’ the latest WTO panel report on this issue. As such, while WTO members targeted by this methodology could consider having recourse to the Dispute Settlement Mechanism on this issue, they should only do so if they have joined the multi-party interim appeal arbitration arrangement or are willing to enter into appeal arbitration under Article 25 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding with the EU.

Another option would be to bring the matter before the EU courts anew by arguing that their case law should be revised given the WTO rulings in EU – Biodiesel and Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate. Indeed, no challenge to this methodology has been brought before the EU courts since these rulings were adopted. This approach may have limited chances of success, however, since the EU courts should follow past WTO
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rulings only insofar as the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation implements a particular obligation assumed in the context of the WTO or refers explicitly to specific provisions of the WTO Agreements. As discussed above, while the first paragraph of Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation reflects Article 2.2.1.1 of the Anti-Dumping Agreement, the second paragraph has no equivalent. Furthermore, Recitals 3 and 4 of Council Regulation 1972/2002 expressly indicate that this paragraph was introduced to address situations where raw material costs are affected by distortions. Thus, while the EU courts should follow WTO jurisprudence in regard to the first paragraph of Article 2(5), they have no such obligations with regard to the second paragraph. As a result, the EU courts may still uphold the validity of the Commission’s approach.

Any litigant bringing this matter forward to the EU courts once again, however, would be wise to also invoke the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources. Indeed, in the recent Front Polisario and Western Sahara Campaign UK cases, the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources was confirmed as a binding principle on the EU’s actions. In those cases, the EU court reviewed the EU’s actions and interpreted the rules so as to ensure that the EU’s actions complied with these principles of international law. A similar argument could be put forth with regard to the interpretation of Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation since the current reading of this provision contravenes the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources by unilaterally punishing countries that want to dispose of their natural resources to develop their own domestic industries in a way that is consistent with their WTO commitments.

2 Waiver of the Lesser Duty Rule in Case of Export Restrictions on Raw Materials
(a) Recent amendment to the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation
The Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation provides for the application of the ‘lesser duty rule’. This rule means that the amount of the anti-dumping duty that the Commission imposes must not exceed the dumping margin, but it should be less if such lesser duty would be adequate to remove the injury to the Union industry. In other words, the absolute maximum duty that can be imposed is the dumping margin, irrespective of the injury suffered by the Union industry, and the minimum amount is whatever
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104 Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, supra note 54, Art. 9(4) (definitive duties), Art. 7(2) (provisional duties).
is needed to eliminate the injury. The Commission usually computes the injury margin by comparing the exporting producers’ sales price per product type to the Union industry’s target price (that is, a constructed price based on the cost of production plus a target profit) for a comparable product type.

The Commission applied the lesser duty rule automatically in proceedings initiated before 8 June 2018, and there were a considerable number of cases where the anti-dumping duties were based on the injury margin as the level of the dumping margin exceeded what was necessary to remove the injury suffered by the Union industry. However, as of the entry into force of Council Regulation 2018/825, which amended the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, on 8 June 2018, the Commission can now waive the lesser duty rule if the product concerned is affected by ‘distortions on raw materials’ accounting for at least 17 per cent of the cost of production of the product being investigated. These distortions include ‘dual pricing schemes, export taxes, export surtax, export quota, export prohibition, fiscal tax on exports, licensing requirements, minimum export price, value added tax (VAT) refund reduction or withdrawal, restriction on customs clearance point for exporters, qualified exporters list, domestic market obligation [and] captive mining’. Before deciding to apply the waiver and thereby not limit the anti-dumping duties to the injury margin, the Commission must ‘clearly conclude’ that it is in the EU’s interest to do so and ‘examine all pertinent information such as the levels of spare capacity in the exporting country, competition for raw materials, and the effect on supply chains of Union companies’.

As a result, the Commission can impose higher duties up to the level of the dumping margin in cases where the country of the exporting producer has policies in place that ensure that raw materials extracted in its territory are used for processing in its territory even when these policies are in line with WTO rules. Indeed, the stated raison d’être of this provision is that:

[...]third countries increasingly interfere in the trade of raw materials with a view to keeping raw materials in those countries for the benefit of domestic downstream users, for instance by imposing export taxes or operating dual pricing schemes. Such interference creates additional distortions of trade. As a result, the costs of raw materials do not reflect the operation of normal market forces of supply and demand for a given raw material. As a result, Union producers are not only harmed by dumping, but suffer from additional distortions of trade compared to third-country downstream producers which engage in such practices. In order to adequately protect trade, due regard should be had to such distortions when determining the level of duties to be imposed.

This recital clearly highlights the EU’s intention to include anti-dumping measures into its extractivist policy arsenal, as it shows the EU’s intention to enable the Commission
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to impose higher anti-dumping duties on foreign exporters of downstream products when their government has in place policies encouraging the domestic processing of raw materials.

So far, in most cases where the application of this provision has been requested by the complainants, the Commission has found that it was not necessary to assess whether there were in fact distortions of raw materials since the dumping margin was lower than the injury margin. Yet, in Certain Hot Rolled Stainless Steel Sheets, the Commission assessed whether there were raw material distortions in Indonesia and China. With regard to Indonesia, the Commission found that Indonesia had in place various export restrictions on nickel ore, an essential raw material to produce stainless steel, ranging from an export ban to export taxes or export licensing requirements depending on the purity of the nickel ore. The Commission added that this resulted in nickel ore prices in Indonesia being 30 per cent lower than prices in the Philippines, which the Commission considered to be a comparable nickel ore market to that of Indonesia. The Commission similarly found that China had in place an export tax on stainless steel scrap, ferrosilicon, nickel pig iron and ferrochromium as well as a licensing requirement on ferrosilicon, vanadium, ferronickel and ferrochromium. While the Commission indicated that these measures ‘create a comparative disadvantage for the Union industry compared to the exporting producers in the countries concerned’, the Commission considered that it was not in the EU’s interest to waive the lesser duty rule due to strong pressure from downstream users.

In Ukraine – Ammonium Nitrate, however, the Commission added insult to injury. Not only did it not apply the lesser duty rule, but it also applied Article 2(5) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation, discussed above, in order to impose duties based on an inflated dumping margin with respect to the Russian exporting producers. The Commission decided first to increase the cost of gas in these producers’ records as it found that Gazprom, Russia’s largest gas supplier, was mandated by law to sell domestically at prices set by the Russian government. The Commission noted that, although this rule only applied to Gazprom, other gas suppliers aligned their prices with Gazprom since it was by far the largest gas supplier in Russia. As a result, the Commission replaced the Russian exporting producers’ actual cost for gas with Russia’s export price of gas as a benchmark, thus artificially inflating these producers’ dumping
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margins. The Commission then turned to the question of whether it should waive the lesser duty rule. The Commission concluded that the cost of gas easily satisfied the 17 per cent of the cost of production threshold\textsuperscript{121} and that this cost was distorted because of the dual pricing scheme mandated by law for Gazprom, the export tax on gas and the fact that Gazprom was the only Russian gas supplier licensed to export gas.\textsuperscript{122} The Commission thus concluded that the lesser duty rule should be waived, stressing that doing so would be in the EU’s interest since the EU producers of UAN were particularly impacted by the distortions, as they purchased gas exported from Russia to produce UAN and thus competed for raw materials with Russian producers.\textsuperscript{123}

The ability to waive the lesser duty rule in cases of distortions of raw materials thus allows the Commission to address through anti-dumping duties, not only the injury caused to the Union industry by the exporting producers under investigation, but also that caused to the Union industry by the government of the exporting country through export restrictions on raw materials needed by the Union industry. By doing so, the EU largely departs from the classical understanding of anti-dumping measures as a means to address price discrimination by individual exporting producers\textsuperscript{124} to instead address extractivist concerns over competition for access to raw materials. This is worrisome as many of the distortions taken into account to decide whether to waive the lesser duty rule are in line with WTO members’ WTO commitments, so that, in essence, this methodology reduces the policy space left by the WTO Agreements to developing countries over their natural resources. When looked at together with the Commission’s methodology of disregarding costs when they are affected by export restrictions for the determination of a producer’s cost of production for the dumping margin calculation, the ability to waive the lesser duty rule confirms the intention of the EU to turn its anti-dumping measures into potential extractivist trade policy instruments.\textsuperscript{125}

(b) Any way out?

The possibility of waiving the lesser duty rule in the case of export restrictions on raw materials is expressly provided for by Article 7(2a) of the Basic Anti-Dumping Regulation and Article 12(1) of the EU Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation.\textsuperscript{126} At the same time, while the Anti-Dumping Agreement encourages the application of the lesser duty rule, it expressly allows WTO members to impose anti-dumping duties at a level not higher than the dumping margin,\textsuperscript{127} even if that margin is higher than what is

\textsuperscript{121} Ibid., Recital 210.
\textsuperscript{122} Ibid., Recitals 212–215.
\textsuperscript{123} Ibid., Recitals 227–228.
\textsuperscript{125} European Commission, supra note 1; Council Regulation 2018/825, OJ 2018 L 143/7, Recital 8 (discussed above regarding the waiver of the lesser duty rule).
\textsuperscript{126} To my knowledge, while some other WTO members apply the lesser duty rule, only the European Union (EU) waives it in case of export restrictions on raw materials.
\textsuperscript{127} Anti-Dumping Agreement, supra note 50, Art. 9.1; see also SCM Agreement, supra note 28, Art. 19.2.
adequate to remove the injury to the domestic industry.\textsuperscript{128} Thus, a challenge before the EU courts or before the WTO seems to have zero chances of success.

One option, although somewhat idealistic, is for developing countries to negotiate the inclusion of specific provisions curtailing the Commission’s possibility of waiving the lesser duty rule in the trade defence chapters of their FTAs with the EU. Such a provision is, for example, included in the EU–Singapore FTA, which provides that ‘[s]hould a Party decide to impose any anti-dumping or countervailing duty, the amount of such duty shall not exceed the margin of dumping or countervailable subsidies, and it should be less than the margin if such lesser duty would be adequate to remove the injury to the domestic industry’.\textsuperscript{129}

**B Changes Regarding Anti-subsidy Investigations**

In addition to the EU’s new anti-dumping approach, the Commission has recently engineered two new ways to treat export restrictions as subsidies in anti-subsidy investigations, thereby further reducing resource-rich WTO members’ policy space over their natural resources. Through these new approaches, the Commission can impose higher countervailing duties on imports of finished goods manufactured from raw materials obtained at lower costs thanks to government policies encouraging their domestic processing. Thus, the EU has also added countervailing measures to its extractivist policy toolbox. Before turning to how exactly the EU has been doing so, a brief explanation regarding anti-subsidy investigations and countervailing measures is needed.

Under EU law, the imposition of countervailing measures is regulated by the EU Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation.\textsuperscript{130} It empowers the Commission to impose countervailing measures against imports from a particular country following an investigation, once it can be established that imports are being subsidized\textsuperscript{131} and cause material injury or a threat thereof to the Union industry of the like product.\textsuperscript{132} The assessment of these criteria can be conducted on a country-wide basis but is usually done per exporting producer. It can result in a country-wide duty or an individual duty per exporting producer, depending on how the analysis is conducted.\textsuperscript{133} A subsidy is defined by the SCM Agreement and the EU Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation as a financial contribution from a government or public body that confers a benefit on its recipient (meaning that the contribution is more favourable than what would be obtained in the market).\textsuperscript{134}


\textsuperscript{129} See Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and the Republic of Singapore. OJ 2019 L 294/3, Art. 3.3.

\textsuperscript{130} Council Regulation 2016/1037 (Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation), OJ 2016 L 176/55.

\textsuperscript{131} *Ibid.*, Arts 2–7.

\textsuperscript{132} *Ibid.*, Art. 8.

\textsuperscript{133} SCM Agreement, *supra* note 28, Art. 19; Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation, *supra* note 130, Art. 15.

A financial contribution can take several forms such as the provision of goods at less than adequate remuneration or a direct transfer of funds. A financial contribution granted by a private body can also be considered a subsidy if the government has ‘entrusted’ or ‘directed’ that private body to provide a financial contribution.\footnote{Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation, supra note 130, Art. 3; SCM Agreement, supra note 28, Art. 1.} This is an important point since, as we will see in section 3.B.1, the Commission now considers that, in case of export restrictions on raw materials, all raw material producers in a country can be considered to be entrusted or directed by the government to sell their raw materials at low prices, thus resulting in a subsidy. The SCM Agreement and the EU Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation also provide that a subsidy exists when there is ‘any form of income or price support’.\footnote{Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation, supra note 130, Art. 3; SCM Agreement, supra note 28, Art. 1.} As we will see in section 3.B.2, the Commission has also recently interpreted these terms in order to consider export restrictions on raw materials as subsidies. To be made subject to countervailing duties, a subsidy must also be found to be specific,\footnote{Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation, supra note 130, Art. 4; SCM Agreement, supra note 28, Art. 2.} meaning that it is not generally available throughout the economy.\footnote{WTO, United States – Subsidies on Upland Cotton – Report of the Panel, 21 March 2005, WT/DS267/R, para. 7.1141.}

The sum of the benefits received by an exporting producer (that is, the difference between the financial contributions that the exporting producers could have received on the market and those it actually received) divided by that entity’s turnover is called the subsidy margin. As with anti-dumping measures, countervailing duties cannot exceed an exporting producer’s subsidy margin, but they can be lower if the duty is considered sufficient to remove the injury.\footnote{SCM Agreement, supra note 28, Art. 19.2.} In this regard, the possibility of waiving the lesser duty rule, discussed above, in the context of anti-dumping investigations has also been granted to the Commission in anti-subsidy investigations.\footnote{Council Regulation 2017/2321, OJ 2017 L 338/1, Art. 12(1).} The criteria for doing so, however, are more lenient in anti-subsidy investigations since the Commission is obliged to waive the lesser duty rule, except if it is not in the EU’s interest to do so. Thus, the Commission does not have to assess whether there are raw material distortions in order to waive the lesser duty rule in anti-subsidy investigations.\footnote{Council Regulation 2018/825, OJ 2018 L 143/7, Recital 10.}

\section{Export Restrictions on Raw Materials as ‘Entrustment’ or ‘Direction’ of Private Parties}

In anti-subsidy investigations, the Commission’s recent practice has been to consider that, if domestic prices are lower than export prices for raw materials (caused by export restrictions on raw materials or subsidization of the input suppliers), this can constitute a subsidy. The Commission equates such low domestic prices with ‘direction’ or ‘entrustment’ of private parties by the government in the sense of the SCM Agreement and the EU Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation, even without direct
government involvement. It then calculates the benefit received from these lower priced inputs by comparing their prices with prices on the international market. This artificially increases the total benefit received by exporting producers, leading to higher countervailing duties.

For example, in Organic Coated Steel, the Commission found that the government of China had taken steps to discourage the exports of hot-rolled and cold-rolled steel used in the production of organic coated steel through lower VAT refunds when these products were exported as compared to when they were sold domestically. On that basis, it decided that producers of these inputs were entrusted and directed by the government of China to sell at lower prices to the exporting producers of organic coated steel. The Commission then compared the prices at which these inputs were sold to the exporting producers with world market prices to establish the amount of benefit, which resulted in subsidy margins of up to 27.63 per cent.

In E-bikes, the Commission concluded that all producers of engines and batteries in China were ‘entrusted’ and ‘directed’ by the Chinese government to sell at low prices to Chinese e-bike producers because they sold at lower prices domestically than abroad. The Commission added that some of these producers were also either state-owned enterprises or members of the Chinese Cycling Association and that they were likely to be subsidized individually by the Chinese government. Having determined that there was a subsidy within the meaning of the SCM Agreement and the EU Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation, the Commission then calculated the subsidy amount by comparing the domestic purchase prices of engines and batteries with the export prices of engines and batteries to the EU. This subsidy alone accounted for almost 12.5 per cent of the individual subsidy margin for certain Chinese e-bike producers.

Similarly, in Biodiesel, the Commission concluded that all producers of soybeans were ‘entrusted’ and ‘directed’ to sell soybeans to biodiesel producers at less than adequate remuneration, as the government of Argentina sought to reduce the domestic price of soybeans through several measures, including export taxes on soybeans, subsidies to soybean producers and countermeasures on producing other grains. In order to calculate the subsidy amount, the Commission compared the domestic purchase prices of soy beans for the exporting producers under investigation with prices on the international market, which led to substantial subsidy amounts of up to 33 per cent. These findings seem to be in complete opposition with the principle of sovereignty over natural resources as most, if not all, these measures are in line with the targeted WTO members’ WTO commitments. These findings do not seem to be in line with WTO rules either for the following reasons.
First, according to WTO case law, while the SCM Agreement acknowledges that seemingly private conduct may be attributable to a government for the purposes of determining whether there has been a ‘financial contribution’, the definition of ‘financial contribution’ contains several requirements that must be assessed and present for each raw material supplier separately. The Commission’s approach is not in line with this jurisprudence as it disregards ‘the case-by-case’ nature of this determination leading to the result that entire sectors of the exporting country’s economy can be considered as entrusted or directed.

Second, the standard established by WTO panels and the WTO Appellate Body for entrustment or direction is not met by the EU in cases of export restraints since, even though export restraints may have the effect of lowering domestic prices, the nature of export restraints is not equivalent to explicit government actions. In this regard, the EU seems to have changed its tune as it correctly explained several years ago that ‘[t]he only alternative which would meet the standard of “government direction” is the case in which the government would direct the pineapple producers to provide their pineapples to the juice industry at fixed prices. Only such a regulatory measure would really correspond to the government directly buying pineapples and selling them to the juice industry at a determined price, since it would eliminate the discretion open to producers in the face of an export restraint’.

Third, the EU’s treatment of domestic prices for raw materials that are lower than export prices as subsidies does not seem to meet the specificity criteria enshrined in the SCM Agreement since these raw materials are generally available for purchase by anyone in the exporting country at lower prices.

Fourth, as explained by the WTO panel in US – Softwood Lumber III, if an investigating authority is of the opinion that a government is subsidizing an input of the product under investigation, this investigating authority must conduct a pass-through analysis to assess how much of the subsidies received by the input producers is passed on to their customers. In other words, the investigating authority cannot presume, but rather must establish, whether and to what extent the benefit of the subsidy to the input producer has actually been passed through to the downstream buyer that is
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targeted by the anti-subsidy investigation.\textsuperscript{156} The Commission, however, does not conduct this analysis and instead considers that the government in question provides the input at less than adequate remuneration.

It thus appears that the export restrictions on raw materials assessed by the Commission ‘cannot constitute government-entrusted or government-directed provision of goods in the sense ... of the SCM Agreement’.\textsuperscript{157} Hence, while this approach fits squarely within the EU’s retooling of trade defence instruments as extractivist policy tools, by countervailing these WTO-consistent measures, the Commission unilaterally infringes on those targeted WTO members’ sovereign right over their natural resources and disregards WTO rules.

2 Export Restrictions on Raw Materials as Income or Price Support

The Commission’s recent practice has also been to consider that export restrictions on raw materials resulting in lower domestic prices compared to export prices can constitute subsidies in the form of ‘income or price support’ within the meaning of the SCM Agreement and the EU Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation. Similar to the first methodology described above, this increases the total benefit received by exporting producers, resulting in higher countervailing duties. In \textit{EU – Biodiesel}, the Commission found that export taxes on soybeans and subsidies to soybean producers (discussed above) also qualified as ‘any form of income or price support’ as they amounted to regulatory conditions that artificially allowed producers to obtain soybeans at lower prices than those available internationally.\textsuperscript{158} The Commission considered ‘any form of income or price support’ in very broad terms.\textsuperscript{159} The Commission specified that the terms ‘income or price support’ cover a broad category of measures as they are qualified by the term ‘any form’ and concluded that the terms ‘income or price support’ include all forms that directly or indirectly provide income or price support.\textsuperscript{160}

In order to determine whether the measures at stake could qualify as income or price support in this case, the Commission examined whether the government of Argentina intended to support the creation and development of the biodiesel industry, what kind of measures the government adopted to support the biodiesel industry and whether those measures qualified as ‘any form of income or price support’.\textsuperscript{161} The Commission found that the government of Argentina had intended to support the creation and development of the biodiesel industry and had taken supporting measures in this sense such as export taxes on soybeans, export quotas on the production of grains other

\textsuperscript{158} Commission Regulation 2019/244, OJ 2019 L 40/1, Recitals 186–207.
\textsuperscript{159} \textit{Ibid.}, Recital 171.
\textsuperscript{160} \textit{Ibid.}, Recital 173.
\textsuperscript{161} \textit{Ibid.}, Recital 177.
than soybeans, import bans on soybeans and subsidies to soybean growers.\textsuperscript{162} The Commission considered that these measures qualified as ‘any form of income or price support’ as they allowed producers to obtain soybeans at lower prices than those available internationally.\textsuperscript{163}

These findings are in contradiction to the SCM Agreement as interpreted by WTO panels and the WTO Appellate Body. The WTO panel in \textit{China – Grain Oriented Flat-rolled Electrical Steel} found that, ‘despite the potential for a broad interpretation of the term “price support”’, ‘a more narrow interpretation is appropriate’.\textsuperscript{164} That is, the WTO panel continued, the existence of each of the types of financial contributions is determined ‘by reference to the action of the government concerned, rather than by reference to the effects of the measure on a market’.\textsuperscript{165} The WTO panel made clear that ‘price support’ does not include all government intervention that may have merely an effect on prices.\textsuperscript{166} Consequently, it found that ‘price support’ includes direct government intervention in the market with the design to fix the price of a good at a particular level; for example, through the purchase of surplus production when the price is set above equilibrium\textsuperscript{167} or when the government sets or targets a given price.\textsuperscript{168} It therefore does not capture every government measure that has an incidental and random effect on price so that ‘price support’ involves ‘the government setting and maintaining a fixed price, rather than a random change in price merely being a side-effect of any form of government measure’.\textsuperscript{169}

These findings are applicable to the investigation in \textit{Biodiesel} because the Commission found that the series of measures laid down by the Argentinean government in the forms of export taxes and subsidies to input producers were ‘price support’ arising from the fact that they ‘artificially allow biodiesel producers to obtain soybeans at lower prices than those available internationally’.\textsuperscript{170} Following WTO jurisprudence, these should not have been qualified as ‘price support’ since the government of Argentina did not fix soybean prices at a particular level. Thus, this is another example where the Commission disregarded a developing country’s permanent sovereignty over their natural resources as well as WTO rules to further its extractivist goals.

\textsuperscript{162} \textit{Ibid.}, Recitals 186–202.
\textsuperscript{163} \textit{Ibid.}, Recitals 203–207. Note that the Commission also mentions a measure artificially inflating the purchase prices of biodiesel by fuel companies in Argentina but concluded that no exporting producer benefited from it during the investigation.
\textsuperscript{165} \textit{Ibid.}
\textsuperscript{166} \textit{Ibid.}, para. 7.86.
\textsuperscript{167} \textit{Ibid.}
\textsuperscript{168} \textit{Ibid.}, para. 7.84. This is necessarily the case for income support too, which is defined as ‘government payments to maintain individuals’ (or producers’) incomes at some prescribed minimum level’.
\textsuperscript{170} Commission Regulation 2019/244, OJ 2019 L 40/1, Recital 203.
3 Can the Commission’s Retooling of Countervailing Measures as Extractivist Policy Tools Be Stopped?

The Commission’s treatment of export restrictions as subsidies is not expressly allowed by the EU Basic Anti-Subsidy Regulation or by the SCM Agreement. It merely results from the Commission’s own interpretation and seems to be in clear violation of the provisions of the SCM Agreement. Challenging the EU’s practice of considering export restrictions as subsidies in anti-subsidy investigations before the WTO could thus be fruitfully attempted.171 A challenge to the regulations imposing countervailing duties by exporting producers before the EU courts is also conceivable. However, the EU courts often grant a very wide margin of discretion to the Commission in anti-subsidy investigations due to the complexity of the economic, political and legal situations at hand.172 This can make it potentially more difficult to challenge the findings of subsidization before the EU courts.

4 Concluding Remarks

While recent changes to the EU’s trade defence instruments to reflect environmental and social concerns are more bark than bite,173 its new approaches regarding access to raw materials are not. Faced with the inability to amend its WTO schedule of concessions on goods to increase its bound import tariffs on new types of finished goods made with raw materials that are absent in the EU, such as e-bikes174 or parts of windmills,175 the EU has thus turned its trade defence instruments into a new form of tariff escalation. Higher tariffs are now imposed on processed goods when the Union industry is at a disadvantage when it comes to access to raw materials.176 The EU’s actions would not be so worrying if the EU were not one of the world’s largest consumer markets. This is so because the imposition of these higher trade defence duties, or the threat thereof, may have a chilling effect on resource-rich developing countries’ willingness to encourage consumption of domestic raw materials and the development of downstream industries. Indeed, these developing countries may consider that they are better off continuing to export raw materials instead.177 This may seriously limit

---

171 It should be noted that only one challenge has ever been brought to the WTO against the EU’s use of countervailing measures. See WTO, European Union – Countervailing Measures on Certain Polyethylene Terephthalate from Pakistan – Report of the Panel, 6 July 2017, WT/DS486/R; WTO, European Union – Countervailing Measures on Certain Polyethylene Terephthalate from Pakistan – Report of the Appellate Body, 16 May 2018, WT/DS486/AB/R, where Pakistan successfully challenged the EU’s countervailing measures on imports of polyethylene terephthalate.

172 See, e.g., Case T-300/03, Moser Baer India v. Council (EU:T:2006:289), para. 40.


176 European Commission, supra note 1.

177 Weng and Hung, supra note 52, at 233–246.
these countries’ chances of developing.  

The developments discussed in this article thus highlight a shift in the Commission’s use of its trade defence measures: from a policy of solely addressing price discrimination or subsidization to one of ensuring the supply of raw materials for European factories.  

This is not what trade defence instruments were designed for. Using them to address measures, such as export taxes, which are WTO consistent infringes upon the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources by punishing trading partners for exercising their sovereign rights under the WTO Agreements. Indeed, even though a few of the export restrictions relied upon by the Commission to justify imposing higher duties are not in line with the enacting WTO members’ WTO commitments, most of them are. The EU now imposes higher trade defence duties against exporters whose governments have put in place export taxes, export licensing requirements and dual pricing schemes on raw materials extracted within their territories or provide support to raw material and input suppliers. Yet such measures normally fall within the policy space allowed to WTO members under WTO rules to encourage the processing of extracted raw materials domestically in line with the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources.  

The EU’s willingness to strong-arm its trade partners into ensuring a steady supply of raw materials is not new and is due mainly to the EU’s ongoing lack of natural resources. The EU has usually taken such action in bilateral or multilateral forums, such as FTAs or the WTO dispute settlement mechanism. However, for those interested in ensuring that developing countries can reap the benefits of the natural resources with which they are endowed, a close eye should be kept on how the EU uses its trade defence instruments. Targeted WTO members and their exporting producers should seize the means at their disposal to put a brake on the

---
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183 See, for example, WTO proceedings in Indonesia – Measures Relating to Raw Materials DS592 (Panel Report not yet issued); China – Duties and other Measures Concerning the Exportation of Certain Raw Materials, DS509 (Panel not yet composed); China – Measures Related to the Exportation of Rare Earths, Tungsten and Molybdenum, DS432 (Panel and Appellate Body Reports adopted on 29 August 2014); and China – Measures Related to the Exportation of Various Raw Materials, DS395 (Panel and Appellate Body Reports adopted on 22 February 2012).
EU’s (and other developed countries’) repurposing of trade defence instruments as extractivist policy tools by challenging the Commission’s regulations imposing anti-dumping and countervailing measures before the WTO and before the EU courts as well as negotiating specific provisions in FTAs with the EU to curtail the Commission’s practices.